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ABSTRACT
The majority of parents now living in homeless shelters,
typically young single mothers with one or two children under the age of six,
have spent their lives spiraling downward through a complex and
self-perpetuating cycle of family violence, community violence, and poverty.
Sixty-three percent of homeless parents, a survey has found, live with family
violence as adults, and 70% of homeless parents experienced family violence
when they were children. Worse yet, today's homeless children will likely
follow in their parents' footsteps when they grow up. Until society provides
and prioritizes violence intervention and access to the basic education
required to eliminate the need for reliance on an abuser, homeless shelters
across the country will continue to see a stream of future victims and
abusers, dependent on emergency services for survival. The plague of family
violence does not distinguish between rich or poor, but its impact is most
devastating on the poorest of the poor, families who live doubled up or in
shelters with few options other than dependence on an abuser. Programs
offered in shelters that integrate violence awareness and independent living
skills into a structured learning environment succeed in reaching both the
identified and unidentified victims of family and community violence. These
programs can ensure that more parents and children learn to recognize
violence, gain life and job skills, and develop the self-esteem necessary to
walk away from abusive situations. Shelters can become places in which
families learn to substitute the pain and frustration of violence with an
educational investment, in themselves. (Contains two figures and two tables.)
(SLD)
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January 1997 . . . Laura, 23, walked down the long shelter hallway, leading her two small children by the hand.
She had just been released from the hospital,
and was afraid to go home; her boyfriend, Danny, would be there,
probably still drunk and angry from the night before.
But she had nowhere else to go.
"How did I end up back in the shelter?" she wondered.
"And where can I go from here?"

Fact: Today the fastest growing segment of the homeless population is made up of families, many of whom
are the victims of violence. More important than what lies
ahead for Laura is what lies ahead for her children.
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Figure 1: Experiences of Violence:
Homeless Mothers, Housed Mothers on Welfare,
and Women in General
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Laura's story is shared by hundreds of thousands of homeless families who grapple each day with the fear, pain and

instability of violence. A recent study of 439 homeless
heads-of-household in New York City found that sixtythree percent of homeless parents lived with family violence

as adults. Moreover, seventy percent of homeless parents
experienced family violence when they were children themselves.*1 (See Figure 1)
The majority of parents now living in shelters--typically young
single mothers with one or two children under the age of six

(See Table 1)have spent their lives spiraling downward
through a complex and self-perpetuating cycle of family vio-

Table 1: A Profile of Homeless Mothers Who
Experienced Violence as Children or Adults
Characteristics

Average Age
Average Number of Children
Marital Status:
Single
Married
Separated/Divorced/Widowed

Homeless Mothers

26
2

86%
5%
9%

As An Adult

Source: American Medical Association: Better Homes Fund: Richard Gelles: lnstintte for Children and Poverry.

Eighty percent of homeless mothers have experienced family violence at
some point in their livesseventy percent as children and sixty-three percent as adults.

lence, community violence and poverty. The anxieties, discomfort and limited options of poverty fed family violence in their

former homes; family violence itself played an equally
powerful role in nurturing their continued poverty and
homelessness by obstructing the paths to self-esteem and
self-sufficiency critical to achieve stability. These struggling families also were forced to contend with violence in
their communitiesviolence that is likely both the precursor to and the successor of violence in the home.
Worse yet, today's homeless children will likely follow in their

parents' footsteps when they grow up. They will inevitably
find themselves entangled in a web of violence, poverty and
homelessness, cut off from the educational opportunities that
could open the door to escape. Until we recognize the destruction family violence wreaks on the community as a whole and

take responsibility for ending the violenceby providing and
prioritizing violence intervention and access to the basic edu-

cation required to eliminate the need for reliance on an
abuserhomeless shelters across the country will continue to

Ethnicity:
Black
Hispanic
White
Other

62%
30%
3%
5%

Education Level:
Less Than High School
High School
High School Plus

57%
28%
16%

Source: institute for Children and Poverty.

if21January 1998, Institute for Children and Poverty

see a stream of future victims and abusers, rendered dependent
on emergency services for survival.
"Family violence" as it is used throughout this paper refers to emotional, physical, or sexual abuse
experienced at the hands of a family member or partner, including continuous criticism and insadts;
physical assault and weapon-induced injuries; and sexual molestation and rape. Although these endings are specific to New York City, anecdotal and statistical evidence indicates that they are indicative of violence among homeless families across the country.2 t Includes physical, sexual ancVor

emotional violence committed by parents, relatives, partners or friends. tt Includes physical or
sexual violence committed by caretakers, other household members or intimates.
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September 1995... Laura had always lived with violence. She
remembered how when she was young her father would
lash out at her mother, and often at her.
When Laura moved in with her boyfriend after the birth of her
daughter at 17, she learned to avoid his fists by not arguing over
the money he used for drugs.
Laura feared for her babynot just because of her boyfriend, but
because she worried that one day she too would lose
control of her anger. When she found herself pregnant again in
the fall of 1995, she moved out and into a homeless shelter.

Figure 2:
Community Violence Among Homeless Parents:
Experiences and Responses
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Fact:

Seventy percent of today's homeless parents
experienced family violence as a child.

Violence Among Parents:
The Cycle Begins
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Violence has been the constant companion of today's home-

less parents, most of whom were introduced to abuse at a
young age. Seventy percent of homeless parents experienced physical, sexual and/or emotional abuse from a parent

or relative as a child, and sixty-three percent reported
involvement in violent relationships with friends or partners
as adults. In all, eighty percent of homeless parents experienced family violence at some point in their lives.
While poor communities do offer support to families experiencing problems in the home, individual expectations of family and
community life are often distorted by a veil of community violence. Eighty-three percent of homeless parents witnessed vio-

lence in their former community, including fist fights, muggings, stabbings, shootings, rapes and murders. Of those who
had witnessed a murder, sixty-two percent saw a friend or family member killed; of those who had observed a rape, sixty-seven
percent witnessed the assault of a friend or relative. (See Figure
2) While it may not be surprising that the poor communities in

which today's homeless parents lived were wrought with high
rates of violence, the picture of day-to-day life that emerges
from these findingsone of pervasive violence in and outside
the homeis shocking. These parents had few periods of relief

in which to address the obstaclespoverty, under-education
and unemploymentthat prevented them from escaping abuse.

Poverty and Homelessness:
The Root and the Fruit of Violence
The violence that has plagued today's homeless mothers
throughout their lives is tightly woven into the fabric of the
poverty in which they live, each strand inextricably bound
to the other. The intentional restrictions that all abuserspartners, mothers, fathers, siblings, or even housematesplace
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Source: Institute for Children and Poverty.

on their victims to keep them dependent are particularly detrimental to individuals short on the skills necessary for self-sufficiency. Abusers sabotage education or employment pursuits

by refusing to take responsibility for getting children to
school or daycare; turning off alarm clocks, making victims
consistently late; shredding interview or work clothing; and
even beating victims the night before an interview.4 While
these efforts do not regularly succeed in maintaining allegiance to the abuser, they do consistently succeed in preventing victims from achieving long-term independence and sta-

bility by making it impossible to attain the education and
work experience necessary to be self-sufficient.
While family violence prevents parents from attaining the skills

they need, the lack of financial and social resources resulting
from poverty not only blocks their escape from violence, but
ultimately entrenches them even more deeply in the mire of
poverty and dependence. With neither friends or family with
whom to stay, nor the education or employment opportunities to
earn the money for rent, poor families have few paths out of abusive situations: they can either turn to a domestic violence shelter
or stay at risk. Many choose the latter. Those who do make the
move often find the domestic violence shelters full; their only

option is to enter the emergency shelter system for homeless
families. Indeed, domestic violence is a leading cause of homelessness around the country. Nine percent of homeless heads-ofhousehold cite domestic violence as the primary cause of their
homelessness; this figure climbs to twenty-seven percent when
one includes those parents who cite arguments with people they

lived with as the cause of their homelessness, arguments that
may point to unrecognized family violence situations.
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December 1995 . . . Searching for a new apartment was
not easy. Laura feared for her children's safety in the
neighborhoods she could afford; though she had lived in such
areas all her life, she never got used to the sounds of gunshots.
Then Laura started dating a man who lived in a not-so-bad
neighborhood and said that she and her children could move in
with him. But Danny proved no better than her last boyfriend.

Fact: Twenty-seven percent of homeless mothers saw
the rape or murder of a friend or relative.

Once family violence sends families into homelessness, community violence prevents them from escaping. Limited low-

income housing availability reduces homeless families'
options for relocating. Often they have no choice but to move
into a violent and dangerous neighborhood with little commu-

nity support or even to return to the abuser's neighborhood
where they are again at risk. While neither of these situations
is a realistic solution for a family seeking safety and stability,
the simple fact is that there are rarely alternatives.

those who experienced violence as children were forty-three
percent more likely to be involved in abusive relationships as
adults than the parents who reported no childhood violence.

Worse yet, children do not have to be the victims of abuse
for violence to take hold of their futures: having simply witnessed violence in the home is a strong predictor of future
victimization or abuse.? In fact, some researchers have found
that boys who witnessed violence by their fathers had a 1000
percent greater rate of battering than those who did not.8

Contact with violence in the home is just part of the legacy of
violence already passed on to homeless children; they also
face the same constant violence in their community that their
parents did. In witnessing this violence, they see not only the
destructive action take place, but also equally destructive passivity: fifty-seven percent of homeless parents reported avoid-

ing any involvement when they saw violence taking place;
only five percent said they called the police and even fewer

four percentsaid they responded by getting involved in
community efforts to prevent or fight violence. (See Figure 2)

The response of their parentsrooted perhaps in fear, or per-

Scripting the Future
for the Next Generation
The restrictions and hardships of poverty and violence not only
entrap parents, but also jeopardize the next generation. Study
after study has shown that the majority of children whose par-

ents experienced abuse are themselves abused or seriously
neglected.5 The likelihood that homeless children will be
abused is increased not only by the high rate of abuse among
their parents, but also by the overwhelming pressures of homelessness. As a result, nine percent of homeless families have lost
at least one child to foster care, and eleven percent have an open
case of child abuse or neglect with child welfare authorities.

Individuals who experience abuse or neglect as children are
likely to repeat those roles in their adult life. Research indi-

haps in desensitization to frequently observed violence
shows the next generation that violence is acceptable.

Although early intervention can stave off this grim vision
of the future for today's homeless children, the disruptions
of poverty, homelessness and violence already have taken
their toll on the single hope these children have: education.
By the time their parents have reached the depths of poverty and violence and ended up in homeless shelters, sixtytwo percent of homeless children are reading below grade
level, seventy-eight percent are performing below grade
level in math, twenty-four percent have been placed in special education, and thirty-seven percent have repeated a
grade.9 Unless the cycles of poverty and violence are broken for both parents and children, and the gateway to a better future opened, these children will bear their legacies of
violence, dependence and poverty throughout their lives.

cates that children who are abused are far more likely to
become victims or abusers as adults than children who grow

up without violence in the home.6 The parents of today's
homeless children already have fulfilled this prediction:

Stopping the Violence . . . Starting a Life

March 1996 . . . One evening Laura accidentally knocked one

The plague of family violence does not distinguish between
rich or poor. Yet its ultimate impact is most devastating on

of Danny's half-empty bottles off the kitchen counter.
It shattered, littering the floor with spilled liquor and broken glass.
Tina, her four-year-old, shook her head.
"You've been bad, Mommy. Now Danny has to punish you."

Fact: Children who live with violence in the home
learn to accept it as the norm.

January 1998

the poorest of the poorfamilies living doubled-up or in
shelters with few options other than continued dependence
on an abuser. Worse yet, families now make up the fastest
growing segment of the homeless population across the

country. As their numbers grow, so does the number of
children growing up amidst deepest povertytomorrow's
adults trapped within cycles of poverty and violence.
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Researchers have estimated the annual cost of domestic violence
to the nation at $67 billion in labor force, child well -being, housing, social services, health care, and criminal justice.'° Indeed, few
community institutions would deny that family violence can no
longer be viewed as a private matter, but must be incorporated

June 1997... At the shelter for the second time,
Laura started attending education workshops. Here she worked
on her reading and writing skillsnot just with textbooks
like she had the last time she was in school, but by learning
things like taking care of an apartment, being a good parent,
holding a job, and deafrhg with "family violence."
Within six months, Laura had earned her GED,
and had broken all ties with Danny. When she found a
job and an apartment, she knew that she was there to stay.

into the public agenda. Yet even fewer are prepared to take
responsibility for the multifaceted educational approach necessary.

Programs offered in shelters, community centers, or schools that
integrate violence awareness and independent living skills into a
structured learning environment succeed in reaching both identified and unidentified victims of family and community violence.
Such programs work with both parents and children, incorporat-

Fact:

Unless families are presented with alternatives
to living with violence, the next generation will
continue the cycle of poverty and abuse.

ing discussions of violence, parenting and independent living
into nontraditional classrooms and providing referrals to counseling as necessary, or linking domestic violence counseling partici-
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